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“No one likes to debug programs, and there is no way to automate the task, however, 

knowledge-based approaches offer some possibilities for the future“ 

 

Rudolph E. Seviora 

University of Waterloo  
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

 

 

MBD Model Based Diagnosis, algorithms and techniques based on comparison of models 

simulation and observation from the real system that are able to determine whether the 

behavior of a system is correct 

CGA Call Graph Application, an application that parses source code and generates XML and 

DGML files 

API Application Programming Interface, a source code interface provided by computer 

system or application library 

CG Call graph, a directed graph that represents calling relationships between subroutines in 

a computer program 

LOC Line of code, number of lines of code written in source code file 

IDE Integrated Development Environment, an application that is used to develop 

applications 

AIC Artificial Intelligence Community, a community that works in the area of AI and MBD 

XML Extensible Mark-up Language, a language used to write data in user defined tags 

Dd Defect density, the ratio of defects in per hour or selected no of lines of code 

FM Failure Mode, state that system moved to, that occurred due to some malfunctions. 

(Manner in which an equipment or machined failure can occur) 

PS Program Slicing, computation of the set of program statements  
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ABSTRACT 
 

Researchers have developed framework for diagnosis analysis that are called “Model Based 

Diagnosis Systems”. These systems are very general in scope, covers a wide range of 

malfunctions uncovering and identifying repair measures. This thesis is an effort to diagnose 

complex and lengthy static source code. Without executing source code discrepancies can only 

be identified by finding procedural dependencies.    

With respect to modern programming languages, many software bugs arise due to logical 

erroneous calculations or miss handling of data structures. Modern Integrated Development 

Environments (IDE) like Visual Studio, J-Builder and Eclipse etc are strong enough to analyze and 

parse static text code to identify syntactical and type conversion errors. Some of IDE’s can 

automatically fix such kind of errors or provide different possible suggestions to developer. 

In this thesis we have analyzed and extracted functional dependencies of source code. This 

extracted information can increase programmer’s understanding about code when they are 

extremely large or complex. By modeling this information into a model system, reduces time to 

debug the code in case of any failure. This increases productivity in terms of software 

development and in debugger skills as well. The main contribution of this thesis is the use of 

model based diagnosis techniques on software functional dependency graphs and charts. 

Keywords: Model Based Diagnosis Systems, Integrated Development Environments, Procedural 

Dependencies, Erroneous calculations, Call graphs, Directed graph markup language. 
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1 Introduction 

Model based diagnosis is the development and designing of program algorithms and 

development and testing techniques that are able to check the behaviour of the system and can 

identify whether it is correct or not. The basic principle of model-based diagnosis consists in 

comparing the actual behavior of a system, as it is observed, with the predicted behavior of the 

system given by a corresponding model. A discrepancy between the observed behavior of the 

real system and the behavior predicted by the model is a clear indication that a failure is present 

in the system. Diagnosis is a two-stage process: in the first stage, the error should be detected 

and located, and in the second stage, an explanation for that error needs to be provided.  

Diagnoses are usually performed by analyzing the deviations between the nominal (fault free) 

behavior of the system and the measured or observed behavior of the malfunctioning system. If 

the system is not functioning properly the algorithm should be able to identify the fault and 

defective area of the system [17]. The word diagnosis refers to whether the system is 

malfunctioning or not. This word comes from medical science where diagnosis means to 

identifying a disease by its symptoms. 

Model based diagnosis framework has been developed by AIC (Artificial Intelligence 

community). This is extremely general framework and covers a broad range of capabilities. This 

includes detecting malfunctions and faulty areas, isolating faulty components, handle multiple 

faults and take appropriate repair actions. Model based diagnostics system seeks to develop 

such algorithms that can perform diagnostics without human involvement [18]. 

Model based diagnosis systems are meant to provide a system model in terms of components 

and their interconnections and dependency [17]. This model is an abstraction of the system 

behavior. It performs general diagnostic tasks to check system’s global behavior from the 

combination of model to its components.  

A model based diagnosis system has been used for detecting and locating software faults. In 

part 1 we will describes the basics of software debugging and its techniques. We will also discuss 

static source code analysis techniques in this chapter. Software design security is also worth 

mentioning to discuss before extracting functional dependencies. 

In part 2 we will describe our methodology that we have used in our research on model based 

diagnosis techniques. We will discuss our method, approach and details of developed 

applications and their outputs. How a model system can work with those outputs will also be 

described. 
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1.1 Scope 

The primary focus of this research is to faster analyze the faulty components of the system and 

to take appropriate corrective actions. Target is to analyze complex embedded systems e.g. 

projects of aerospace industry, complex electronics systems, medical data parsing applications 

etc. 

1.2 Purpose 

The purpose of this thesis is to introduce model based diagnosis techniques and algorithm as an 

approach for locating and isolating software faults. Once a model for complex systems has been 

developed, different diagnostic tasks can be performed on that model. The main goal is to 

enable designers or testers to identify faulty modules or procedures of system without going 

into inner complex details by using a model based diagnostic reasoner. 

1.3 Appendices 

This thesis contains the following appendices. These documents contain source code of the test 

class, XML, DGML files that contain functional dependency information and Modelica class 

libraries. We will discuss all these documents in details in later chapters. 

1. Appendix A is our main test class that contains all those functions that we are using in 

our all examples. 

2. Appendix B is XML file that holds all function calls information. 

3. Appendix C is DGML file that also contains information to generate directed graph of 

test class functions.  

4. Appendix D document surrounds all Modelica class libraries source code for our test 

class. Source code for instantiation, business logic, error handling, connector and 

graphical layout is included. 

2 Back-ground 

2.1 Software Debugging 

Debugging is a systematic problem solving process of finding bugs or defects in a computer 

program by using tactical skills to make it behaved as expected [20]. It has been an integral part 

of software development [21]. It is a rational comprehension process which detects 

inconsistencies between written program and given discontented requirements [20].  Debugging 

does not mean to find or reduce bugs in only computer programs but it can be done in a 

hardware device or in a process as well. The term bug was first applied to a hardware bug when 

there was a moth in the circuitry of Mark II [21].  
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Figure 2-1: "First" real bug, which was debugged in 1947 in the circuitry of Mark II [21] 

 

Debugging becomes harder with tightly coupled system components due to their 

interdependency. One defective component can trigger a failure in another interconnected 

component [19]. A debugging process of a computer program is started after an unexpected 

behavior and normally it consists of three activities [19]. 

1. What actually the bug is? 

This stage does not directly belong to software debugging but it is important to know about 

the bug description first. User should know about the details e.g. program version, operating 

system, conditions to reproduce this bug again. This activity is extremely difficult with large 

programs where quite a lot of steps are required to recognize a bug [21]. 

2. What is the program state when bug appears? 

Program state at the moment when bug appears is important for debugging process. State 

of the program is actually the state or snapshot of the memory (variables, registers, files etc) 

and the actions that were performed prior to bug appearance. Modern IDE’s like Visual 

Studio or Eclipse switch to debugger mode when the program crashes due to some bug. 

Sometimes reproducing a bug is difficult and additional steps needed to be performed.  
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3. What’s the bug origin? 

By analyzing the data of the system state bug origin can be found and can pin point what was 

the actual cause behind this bug. System state data might be wrong which misguides the user to 

look for bug on wrong places. 

Debugging ranges from fixing simple and small errors to a complex and lengthy task. A 

programmer debugging skills cannot be neglected. Software complexity has a major effect on 

software debugging and it also depends on programming language and tools that are using for 

debugging purposes. Today’s modern debuggers (like that are built in Microsoft Visual Studio or 

in Eclipse) are able to examine step by step execution of program, user can stop and restart it, 

set break points, values of different variables can be altered on run time and many more 

debugging related features can be performed [20] [21]. 

It’s impractical to do code walkthroughs or debug the code line by line when software is 

extremely large or complex. In this case automatic debuggers are helps a lot. These tools look 

for some specific set of problems and checks semantics of the programs while compilers and 

interpreters checks syntactical problems [20] [21]. A typical example for such kind of problems is 

e.g. a variable dispose that occurred before a value assign to it. Thus they are better to locate 

likely error then actual errors [20]. 

2.2 Software Security 

Safety engineers are not the only ones responsible for system security. Software development 

team is also the responsible to develop a secure system. Most of the hardware systems also 

contain embedded software which provides mission critical data so software must be safe [2]. 

But how can one know that whether  

1. Software is safe or not?  

2. Which kind of hazards may arise and which kind of losses software can lead to?  

Security is the basic property of software which has to be take care from beginning of 

development process. Software controls data and other resources therefore; it must be 

designed to protect these resources. Each phase of software development should be carefully 

observed. Security model should be effective, efficient and should stop external security threats 

[1].  

Software defects, for instance buffer overflows, integer overflow, format string, design flaws like 

inconsistent error handling promise to be with us for years. All these types of bugs are too often, 

malicious intruders can get into the systems by make use of software defects [3]. 

Software security assurance is the process to identify and categorize the information that is to 

be contained or used by the software. This information should be categorized according to its 

impact and sensitivity level e.g. security violation is minimal at the lowest level. On the top level 
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the impact may cause irreparable damages like it can pose a threat to human life or loss of 

significant assets or resources. Security requirements are developed on the base of this 

categorized information which addresses access control, data management, human resource 

security, audit trails and record usage [4]. 

The most serious security problems are those that build upon incorrect, incomplete and 

inappropriate software requirements. Error or omissions in software requirements are the most 

difficult to identify. Software will carry out as exactly as required but requirements may not 

correctly deal with some system state. When system enters into an unidentifiable state, 

unexpected behavior may result. It results from a failure of the system [4]. 

Software security can be achieved by improving development process. A wise approach is to 

uniquely identify critical software components that controls security related functions. These 

units require special attention throughout the development and testing phase. This approach 

helps to put maximum focus on the most critical areas [4]. 

2.3 Security Design Analysis 

Software architectural design analysis can verify that the design correctly implements security 

requirements. There are 4 techniques used to verify software design [4]. 

2.3.1 Logic Analysis 

This analysis evaluates the algorithm and control logic of the software design. It is also called 

static source code analysis that is the basic research area of this project. This analysis is 

performed without executing the program while analysis performed on executed software is 

known as dynamic analysis [5]. This kind of analysis is usually performed by some automated 

tool. Human analysis is called program understanding or code review. 

2.3.2 Data analysis 

Data analysis evaluates each data item used in the software module. There are many tools 

available in the market that requires expert’s users. The users should know about the working of 

tool and appropriate data analysis techniques. They are able to map their under lying problem 

with a data analysis algorithm. While business users perform data analysis to make use of 

gathered data. They are experts in domain knowledge and have more problem oriented 

approach to data analysis [8]. 

Data analysis is very much important to perform in context of software debugging. A software 

developer must know about the structure of the object that has data. Program interrupts should 

be handled carefully to ensure that these will not alter objects critical data that may be used by 

other routines [8]. 
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2.3.3 Interface analysis 

Software interface is a middle channel through which computer and human can exchange 

information with each other. Quality of software interfaces is directly proportional to the user’s 

feelings and operations. It is impossible to design a perfect interface design. It totally depends 

on designer’s imagination [10].  

It’s important to evaluate software’s interface quality in terms of useful, user friendly, efficient 

etc. Development of a quality interface is a time taking activity, especially decomposition into 

smaller parts/components, logical separation of user interface components and their 

dependence with core processes functionality. In [9] a user interface mostly wraps dialog 

behavior and screen layout of the software. Interface analysis is a technique to verify that input 

and output data of a software system are consistent with each other. Manual analysis is usually 

done by test engineers, developers and some time also by clients. Usually comparisons are 

made between inputs and outputs of the system. Usability engineering is an important part of 

interface analysis [10]. 

2.3.4 Constraint analysis 

Constraint analysis is a process to evaluate software design against the requirements for which 

software is designed. This analysis imposed limitations and restrictions on software design that 

must be obeyed. According to Shepherd and Kerschberg [11] constraint identification is an 

essential part in the development of a software system for the management of data and 

information. This enables to actively use constraints as a source of knowledge for object 

oriented designs. 
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Figure 2-2: University schema, typical constraints for different entities [12] 

The above figure is a university schema showing typical constraints against different entities. 

Each entity has some basic essential attributes. If we look for constraints we can see that; by 

adding a new record or object in GRADUATE and UNDER_GRAD entities will also cause to add a 

record first in STUDENT, COURSE and PERSON. This is a design constraint that must be fulfilled 

[12]. 

2.4 Static Source Code Analysis 

Source code analysis is the systematic examination of program source code to find mistakes in 

the initial development phase. This analysis can improve both code quality and developers skills. 

Code reviews are helpful to identify and remove common vulnerabilities like format string 

exploits, race conditions, buffer overflow memory leaks etc. Source code repositories like 

Subversion, Team Foundation System, Visual Source Safe or Mercurial enables individuals to 

review code. 

Formal code review consists of two categories, formal code review and lightweight code review. 

Formal code review involves a detailed and careful carrying process with many participants and 

phases as shown in below figure. There are a series of meetings between software developers 

to analyze code line by line, usually printed copies of the matter are used. Formal inspections 
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are extremely thorough and have been proven effect for finding defects in the subject under 

review.  

 

Figure 2-3: Typical workflow for a "formal" inspection [6]  

Lightweight code review requires less efforts then formal code reviews. These reviews are often 

carried out as part of normal development process. These reviews can be conducted by sending 

emails to individuals after check-in, two developers can sit together and can write code on the 

same computer (Extreme programming), and different kind of tools can also be used to perform 

peer reviews. 

2.4.1 Review fewer LOC at a time 

Cisco code review study showed that for best possible effectiveness 200-400 lines of code (LOC) 

should review at a time otherwise the ability to find defects is reduced. If a review is carried at 

this rate it will be no longer then 60-90 minutes and 70-90% yield can be achieved. In other 

words defect finding ratio will be 7-9 out of 10 [6]. 

The below graph depicts this rule which shows defect density of LOC reviewed. Defects density 

can be calculated by this formula  
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Defect density = 

Review effectiveness can be measured by defect density. If two reviewers review the same code 

but one finds more bugs then other then he is more effective then the second.  

shows if we put more code 

makes sense that the reviewer does not pay much attention and does not spend 

review. 

Figure 2-4: Defect Density decreases when LOC of inspection goes above 200. [7]

2.4.2 Inspection rate (less than 300

Faster code review is not better, optimal results can be achieved at an inspection rate of less 

than 300-500 lines of code per hour [7]. If reviewers work with their own devices their 

inspection rate will vary. Same authors and file sizes do not effect per hour rate. 

It’s important to know that how much time reviewer spends on finding

inspection rate can be found by comparing defect density and time in which reviewer went 

through code. Reviewer would not be able to explore all consequences 

pay equal attention to all lines of code if he/she has a large quantity of code to review.  Figure 

2.5 shows that faster the review 200

finding and above 1000 LOC/hour means that reviewer is not reviewing the code at all actually.

Department of Computer and Information Science 

Defect density = No of defects / 1000 (k-LOC) 

ffectiveness can be measured by defect density. If two reviewers review the same code 

but one finds more bugs then other then he is more effective then the second.  

shows if we put more code on reviewer’s desk it drops his/her defect finding e

the reviewer does not pay much attention and does not spend 

Defect Density decreases when LOC of inspection goes above 200. [7]

 

Inspection rate (less than 300-500 LOC/hour) 

Faster code review is not better, optimal results can be achieved at an inspection rate of less 

500 lines of code per hour [7]. If reviewers work with their own devices their 

Same authors and file sizes do not effect per hour rate. 

that how much time reviewer spends on finding defects

inspection rate can be found by comparing defect density and time in which reviewer went 

ewer would not be able to explore all consequences at one time. He cannot 

pay equal attention to all lines of code if he/she has a large quantity of code to review.  Figure 

that faster the review 200-400 LOC/hour would drop-off the effectiveness 

finding and above 1000 LOC/hour means that reviewer is not reviewing the code at all actually.

9 

ffectiveness can be measured by defect density. If two reviewers review the same code 

but one finds more bugs then other then he is more effective then the second.  Below Figure 

it drops his/her defect finding effectiveness. It 

the reviewer does not pay much attention and does not spend ample time on 

 

Defect Density decreases when LOC of inspection goes above 200. [7]  

Faster code review is not better, optimal results can be achieved at an inspection rate of less 

500 lines of code per hour [7]. If reviewers work with their own devices their 

Same authors and file sizes do not effect per hour rate.  

defects. A reasonable 

inspection rate can be found by comparing defect density and time in which reviewer went 

one time. He cannot 

pay equal attention to all lines of code if he/she has a large quantity of code to review.  Figure 

off the effectiveness of defect 

finding and above 1000 LOC/hour means that reviewer is not reviewing the code at all actually. 
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Figure 2-5: Inspection effectiveness falls off [7] 

2.4.3 Slow review 

Inspection will not be that effective if reviewer is fast reviewing the code or time spends in one 

sitting is very small. Generally review performance decreases with every minute after an hour 

[7]. This conclusion is well supported by many studies. In fact, in general when people are 

engaged in an activity that requires a well enough concentration, then performance drops off 

after 60-90 minutes. On the other hand reviewer should spend enough time to review the code. 

A single line of code can have significant consequences in overall working or performance of the 

software system. It has a worth to spend at least 5 minutes to think about all possible effects 

[7]. 

2.4.4 Author should annotate source code before review begins 

It is clear that if developer’s double check their work then it might uncover most of the defects 

even before the review starts. If author annotate his/her code before the review begins, it will 

guide the reviewer through the changes, showing which file to look at first and can defend code 

modifications. This approach will make review process more efficient. Review with author 

preparation has hardly leaved any defects as compared to review without author preparation. 

Reviewer and author personal relations do affect a lot on defects density [7]. Reviewer can 

indeed carefully review the code and can put full concentration if he/she has good personal 

relations with author.  
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Figure 2-6: Effect of author preparation [7] 

 

2.4.5 Establish goals for code review 

Goals of review process should be set in advance and it should be clear that how effectiveness 

will be measured. Once specific goals have been defined than it can easily be judged whether 

peer reviews are really achieving their results or not [7].  

It’s paramount to set internal and external performance metrics before code reviews and start 

should be from an external metric e.g. to “reduce support calls by 20%” or “decrease release 

times of software”. It will give a clear understanding that how your code will look like and it’s 

also enough measureable not just an indistinct that fix more bugs. 

However it takes time to show results from external performance metrics like for instance 

support calls, won’t be affected before installing new versions of software at client machines. 

But on the other hand internal metrics can help to quickly identify that where the problem lies 

and how much time developers are spending on reviews. Internal metric processes are useful to 

find defects rapidly. The most common internal code review metrics are defect density, 

inspection rate and defect rate. 

It is recommended to use automated tools for gathering accurate process improvement metrics 

because humans are not good to remember everything like for example to stop and start 

stopwatch in every review meeting. An automated tool is more reliable and will give the same 

output all the time but based on provided input [7]. 
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2.4.6 Checklists 

Checklists are important to remember the things you forget to do. These are equally important 

for authors and reviewers. Omission errors are the hardest ones to find in the code. It is 

required to take a look for something that might be missing. After all it’s hard to review 

something that’s not there [7]. It also reminds that all errors, security checks, invalid inputs and 

unit tests are created and handled. For reviewers check lists are more important because if 

developer has missed something then it might also be missed by reviewer. 

Another useful concept is to develop your own checklist. On average every person makes 15-20 

mistakes [7]. If authors have noticed these errors or mistakes then they can write their personal 

checklists (SEI, CMMI and PSP recommend this also) [7]. These checklists should contain all 

those common tasks that you forget to do. Reviewers then should keep in minds these common 

checklists while in review process. 

2.5 Model Based Diagnosis 

Today’ global economy emerges many pressures to meet global competitive requirements. Due 

to increased customer demands for new products with improved and enhanced functionality, 

time to market has decreased. Market share of a company largely depends on, how it satisfies 

its customer’s requirements with respect to reliability and functionality [25]. Increased 

complexity of the products and shorter development times may lead to difficulties if not 

handled properly. Despite of careful design and creation some components may eventually fail. 

To avoid unnecessary damages it is essential to locate and recover from such faults. A diagnostic 

system can do this by alerting user about the possible system failure and can indicate the reason 

behind it [25].  

2.5.1 Principles of Model-Based Diagnosis 

The basic principle of a model based diagnosis is to compare observations of an actual system 

with the predicted or simulated results of the system produced by a model system. Discrepancy 

between these two results is an indication that system has malfunctions and can lead to failure. 

The below figure contains the model of a real system (airplane passenger seat system) in lower 

left corner. It might contain behaviour of mechanical components or the entertainment system 

or both [25]. This model is actually the abstraction of a real system shown in upper left corner 

[25]. 
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Figure 2-7: Model of an airplane passenger seat system [25] 

Once a model of the real system is built, a simulation can be performed to predict its behaviour 

that can be compared with the observed behaviour from the real system. This can be done by 

any reasoning engine like in our case the RODON. It not only detects discrepancies but also 

proposed corrective measures that need to be carried out in order to correct identified faults. 

Model based reasoning can be exemplified by the simple multiplier-adder circuit diagram [26]. 

 

 

Figure 2-8: Multiplier-adder circuit [25] 

A, B, C, D and E are the inputs of the system while X, Y and Z are the intermediate outputs. F and 

G are the final outputs of the system that are generated after calculations performed by all 

involved components. A user can observe at any point and can measure the values. By providing 

these values to the system A=3, B=2, C=2, D=3, E=3, it should return 12 at F and 12 at G. 

Deduction based reasoning is used to calculate outputs by first computing the intermediate 

results X=6, Y=6 and Z=6 as multiplier outputs which then becomes the inputs to adders [25].  
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A discrepancy can be measured by finding any conflict in output and observed behavior from 

real system. Let us suppose one notice that output at F is 10 which is different from calculated 

value 12. This conflict is a trigger for a diagnostic engine to indicate that something is wrong in 

the system. In other words there is a contradiction between observed behavior and assumptions 

[25].  

 

 

Figure 2-9: Defective Multiplier-adder circuit [25] 

Possible faulty components are adder A1 and Multiplier M1 as shown in above figure. These two 

components are the candidates involved in the wrong calculation. Adder A1 might be faulty 

itself or the fact that it receives wrong value from multiplier. Please note that input of A1 is the 

output of M1 and M2. Output of multiplier M2 is also used to calculate the value for Adder A2. 

Since the value of G is calculated correctly, so we can exclude M2 from possible suspected faulty 

components. Therefore we can conclude that either M1 is faulty or A1 is faulty [25].  

3 Methodology 

A step by step methodology has been adopted to perform model based system diagnosis 

process. An application has been developed in C# that can extract functional dependency 

information from a class and generates XML based files. These files are further translated into 

Modelica class libraries that are processed by a model based diagnosis system RODON. Visual 

graphs are also generated from these files. All of these steps are discussed in detail in below 

sections. 
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Figure 3-1: Model Based Diagnosis System 

3.1 Call Graph 

Call graph (CG) is a directed graph that shows interactions or calling relationships of software 

routines. In the graph each node represents a function of a class and an edge between two 

functions (k, j) indicates that function k is calling function j. Call graphs [13] are widely used in 

software engineering as one of the basic analysis to understand and visualize software design 

and optimize compilation. These graphs are basis to track the object flow. 

To design a call graph in a procedural programming language (C programming language) is very 

straightforward. Function pointers are used to store address of a function that might be used 

later by other functions to call it. But in Object Oriented Programming languages due to dynamic 

dispatch one call site may invoke several other functions (callees). Call graph construction uses a 

reference analysis that calculates information about reference type variables [14]. A detailed 

discussion on reference analysis can be found on [15], [16]. 

There is a difference in an accurate call graph and application call graph. A call graph [13] may 

include both, calls to application functions and also to library functions. If library function calls 

are not much in interest then an application call graph is more appropriate.  
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Our model based diagnostic technique 

requires input in form of library classes of declarative language that are generated by our 

Graph Application (CGA). These library classes are written in Modelica language that is used to 

program for modeling real life complex 

files that contain information about program source code. 

that will be discussed later. 

programming language.  This application parses source code class file (.cs file) and generates 

XML files. It is not dependent on C# code but 

code file. A separate parsing engine has been developed that can be modified to suit for any 

programming language.  
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Figure 3-2: A typical call graph and its code 

 

diagnostic technique mainly depends on the data generated from call graph. It 

requires input in form of library classes of declarative language that are generated by our 

pplication (CGA). These library classes are written in Modelica language that is used to 

modeling real life complex physical systems. These classes are generated from XML 
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Figure 3-3: Call Graph Application Interface 

CGA can parse source code text file and also a .NET assembly (DLL, EXE). Currently it has been 

using an assembly to read Meta data of class. Dot NET Reflection Introspection mechanism has 

been used to get access to the Meta data of a class file. CGA reads assembly file which the user 

wants to iterate, it shows all the classes of that assembly in a list view control. By clicking on any 

item of that list view control all available methods (procedures) are filled in another list view 

control just to show them to user. Details of these methods are also filled in a global List 

collection that is later used in parsing source code. User then browse source code file that is 

needed to be parsed. CGA opens that file in a text area on the form for ensuring that user has 

selected the right file. 

1. Type t = null; 

2. t = System.Reflection.Assembly.LoadFrom(@“D:\ClassParser.exe”).GetType(“TestClass”); 

3. MethodInfo[] method = t.GetMethods(BindingFlags.Public | BindingFlags.Static | 

BindingFlags.NonPublic | BindingFlags.Instance | BindingFlags.DeclaredOnly); 

  

On line 1 variable t of type Type is declared. This is a System.Type that represents 

declarations for class, interface, array, value, enumeration types, type parameters, generic type 

definitions, and open or closed constructed generic types. This class in inherited from 

MemberInfo, _Type and implements IReflect interface: MemberInfo obtains 

information about the member attributes and provides access to member metadata. _Type 

exposes public members of the System.Type class to the unmanaged code. IReflect 
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interoperates with IDispatch interface. LoadFrom method of assembly loads an assembly 

from given path and searches for provided class in assembly’s meta data and assign it to t. 

method is an array of type MethodInfo which holds all public, static, private, and user defined 

methods declared in class. 

 

A class named ClassInfo has been created which contains different member variables and 

properties. This class is used to store information that is retrieved from assembly’s Meta data. 

This class properties are, Name, LineNo, DeclaredType, IsConstructor, ReturnType, Type, 

MethodBody, MethodText, Parameters which is the object of Parameter class, CalledBy. These 

all are discussed in details in XML section. 

 

After getting information from assembly’s Meta data; source code text file is loaded. A text 

parsing engine has been developed that opens this file, parse it and writes required information 

in an XML file. It searches for required constructs in source code file like e.g. keywords (“if”, 

“public”, middle brackets “{“ or “}”, “else”, parenthesis “()” etc. While in parsing, the engine 

matches function name with the list items that was previously filled when assembly Meta data 

was parsed and finds its correct construct. A function might have different kind of constructs. 

Some of these examples are.  

 
1. private 

            void 

            Parse() 

        { } 

2. public void Parse() { } 
3. protected bool Parse() 

        { return true; } 

4. internal void 
            Parse() { } 

5. public void Parse( 
             ) { } 

6. public void Parse( 
             ) {  

} 

 

A function can be written in any form of these above examples. Class parser engine looks for 

constructs like “XXXX()” in text stream. As it finds a text like this it stores line number in a 

variable and looks for start and end curly brackets. It also handles all curly brackets written 

inside of function.  

 

Whenever a function construct has been found it starts creating xml nodes for storing function 

name, start and end line, class name, input and output parameters and other relevant 

information about class and assembly. A separate class “ParametersInformation” has been 

created for storing input and output parameters information. Properties of this class are also 

discussed in XML portion.  

 

The generated XML file has two main sections.  

1. First section contains information about those procedures that either make calls to 

other functions or work as standalone procedures. 

2. Second section contains information about callee procedures that are called by others. 
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Function definitions and calls to other functions have been separated in two sections to draw an 

appropriate graphical layout. Function definition is identified by a rectangle and its call is by an 

arrow line.  

1.    private bool C(bool c) 
2.      { 
3.         return A(c);  
4.      } 

 

In above code line 1 contains function definition named C which has one input parameter of 

type bool. From line 2 function body has started which ends on line 4. CGA draws a rectangle in 

graph for this function C. Line 3 contains a function call to another function A which is defined 

somewhere else in the class file and also it is returning whatever A will return. For this given 

example code two rectangles are drawn. One for function C and another for function A and an 

arrow sign from C to A. The resulted graph looks like this image below. 

 

Figure 3-4: Function Graph 

 

3.1.1 Call Graph XML 

XML file generated by CGA contains all the relevant information about provided source code. 

The resulted xml file looks like this. 

1.  <Method Name="C" Type="Caller"> 

2.    <DeclaredType>TestClass</DeclaredType> 

3.    <Counter>3</Counter> 

4.    <Parameters> 

5.      <Parameter Name="" DataType="Boolean" Type="Output" /> 

6.      <Parameter Name="c" DataType="Boolean" Type="Input" /> 

7.    </Parameters> 

8.    <Scope>Private</Scope> 

9.    <StartLine>19</StartLine> 

10.   <EndLine>22</EndLine> 
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11.  </Method> 

12.  <Method Name="A" Type="Callee"> 

13.    <Counter>4</Counter> 

14.    <LineNo>21</LineNo> 

15.    <Caller>C</Caller> 

16.  </Method> 

In the above example code there are two tags named Method. Both are different from each 

other because of their different attributes and different no of child nodes. The first Method 

node that starts from line 1 has six child nodes and two attributes. First attribute contains the 

name of a function in source code class file and second attribute indicates that this information 

is about a function definition. We are naming it “Caller” as other functions are “Callee”.  

First child node of this parent node is DeclaredType which is used to store the name of the 

class. Counter node is an incremental index that is used in mathematical calculations. Each 

function’s information receives an auto index number when source code was parsing. Next node 

is Parameters node which is also a parent node. This node contains information about function 

input and output parameters. A function might have some input parameters or don’t have any. 

But in our case a function should have a return parameter. Output parameter does not have any 

name but a data type must have. We are considering void as a data type of output parameter. 

Although we are not considering it in our calculations but it helps us to link function blocks in 

declarative language. Each Parameter node has three attributes. Name attribute is used to 

store the name of input parameters. Data type is using to hold input parameter data type and 

Type attribute indicates whether this is an input parameter or output. Scope is used to store 

function scope. It can be a value of “public”, “Private”, “protected” etc. StartLine and 

EndLine are indicating the start and end of function body. 

From line no 12, next section has started. This is used to store information about each function 

call that is made from one function to another. This time Type attribute has a value Callee 

which distinguishes it from previous section. It also has a counter which is auto incremental, 

LineNo which is indicating a point in source code text file from where this function call is made 

and the Caller which is name of the caller function who is making this call. 

3.1.2 Graph Drawing 

A visual call graph is generated for this current class from XML file. It draws rectangles for 

functions and lines to connect them with each other. 

It draws rectangles vertically in a line but each rectangle’s start position x (left from edge) is 

incremented by 10 pixels from previous. It prevents them to draw in a straight vertical line and 

all are drawn like stairs. Rectangles are drawn in multiple lines and each with ten numbers of 

rectangles. 

In the designing of graph the same logic has been used that was previously used for xml 

generation. XML file is traversed node by node. Whenever a node named Method has found 

with a value Caller in its Type attribute coordinates for a rectangle are calculated with the 
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help of some static variables and a collection object. These coordinates are then sent to a 

method DrawShape(fName, x, y, w, h) that draws rectangle on form and prints function 

names on it. Collection object holds calculated coordinates that are later used to draw lines 

between caller and callee functions. Another collection object holds function calls information. 

Following is the function to draw rectangle graphics and a text object. 

private void DrawShape(string text, int x, int y, int w, int h) 

{ 

Pen pen = new Pen(br, 2); 

       Graphics drawingSurface = null; 

       Rectangle rect = new Rectangle(); 

       Font font = new Font("MS Sans Serif", 10, FontStyle.Bold); 

       using (drawingSurface = Graphics.FromHwnd(Handle)) 

       { 

        rect = new Rectangle(x, y, w, h); 

             drawingSurface.DrawRectangle(pen, rect); 

             drawingSurface.DrawString(text, font, Brushes.Black, rect); 

       } 

       

} 

 

The collection object that holds coordinates for “caller” and “callee” functions is traversed 

further to draw lines between rectangles.  

To draw a line it requires start x and y and end x and y positions on the form. We are giving 

them name as x1, y1, x2 and y2. Caller function rectangle’s coordinates are used as line starting 

position (x1 and y1) and callee function coordinates are used as line ending coordinates (x2 and 

y2). After calculating these four values a line graphics object is drawn and a small ellipse is 

drawn on position x1, y1 to make this line similar as an arrow. To draw line and ellipse the code 

is 

Pen pen = new Pen(br, 2); 

Graphics drawingSurface = null; 

using (drawingSurface = Graphics.FromHwnd(Handle)) 

{ 

    pen = new Pen(Color.Black, 1); 

    drawingSurface.DrawLine(pen, x1, y1, x2, y2); 

    pen = new Pen(Color.DarkGreen, 3); 

    drawingSurface.DrawEllipse(pen, x1, y1, 4, 4); 

} 

 

The resulted graph looks like this below image. 
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Figure 3-5: Function calls chart (Graph) 

3.1.3 Directed Graph Mark-up Language 

We have also used Microsoft Directed Graph Markup Language (DGML) technology to generate this above 

graph with new and better look & feel. CGA cannot show graph in an external window and it is because of 

Microsoft did not provide any API for exporting. It is generated programmatically from CGA but it opens in 

Visual Studio 2010 ultimate edition. 

 

Figure 3-6: Function calls chart by Directed Graph Markup Language 
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DGML file is an XML file that has its own proper structure consisting on different sections. This file is 

included in appendix.  

1.  <?xml version='1.0' encoding='utf-8'?> 

2.  <DirectedGraph GraphDirection="RightToLeft" Layout="Sugiyama" 

xmlns="http://schemas.microsoft.com/vs/2009/dgml"> 

3.    <Nodes> 

4.      <Node Id="@A" Category="CodeSchema_Method" FunctionTypeFlags="Method" Label="A"> 

5.        <Category Ref="Category1" /> 

6.      </Node> 

7.      <Node Id="@B" Category="CodeSchema_Method" FunctionTypeFlags="Method" Label="B"> 

8.        <Category Ref="Category2" /> 

9.      </Node> 

10.      <Node Id="@C" Category="CodeSchema_Method" FunctionTypeFlags="Method" Label="C"> 

11.        <Category Ref="Category3" /> 

12.      </Node> 

13.    </Nodes> 

14.    <Links> 

15.      <Link Source="@A" Target="@B" /> 

16.      <Link Source="@A" Target="@C" /> 

17.    </Links> 

18.    <Categories> 

19.      <Category Id="Category1" Label="Red" Background="#FFFF7F7F" IsTag="True" /> 

20.      <Category Id="Category2" Label="Green" Background="#FF7DC633" IsTag="True" /> 

21.      <Category Id="Category3" Label="Blue" Background="#FFA17FFF" IsTag="True" /> 

22.      <Category Id="CodeSchema_Method" Label="Method" BasedOn="CodeSchema_Member" 

CanBeDataDriven="True" DefaultAction="Link:Forward:CodeSchema_Calls"  
              Icon="CodeSchema_Method" IsProviderRoot="False" NavigationActionLabel="Methods" /> 

23.    </Categories> 

24.    <Properties> 

25.      <Property Id="Background" Label="Background" Description="The background color" 

DataType="System.Windows.Media.Brush" /> 

26.      <Property Id="GraphDirection" 

DataType="Microsoft.VisualStudio.Progression.Layout.GraphDirection" /> 

27.      <Property Id="Icon" Label="Icon" Description="Icon" DataType="System.String" /> 

28.      <Property Id="Layout" DataType="System.String" /> 

29.    </Properties> 

30.    <Styles> 

31.      <Style TargetType="Node" GroupLabel="Category 1" ValueLabel="Has category"> 

32.        <Condition Expression="HasCategory('Category1')" /> 

33.        <Setter Property="Background" Value="#FF004A7F" /> 

34.      </Style> 

35.      <Style TargetType="Node" GroupLabel="Category 2" ValueLabel="Has category"> 

36.        <Condition Expression="HasCategory('Category2')" /> 

37.        <Setter Property="Background" Value="#FF008080" /> 

38.      </Style> 

39.      <Style TargetType="Node" GroupLabel="Category 3" ValueLabel="Has category"> 

40.        <Condition Expression="HasCategory('Category3')" /> 

41.        <Setter Property="Background" Value="#FFFF7F7F" /> 

42.      </Style> 

43.    </Styles> 

44.  </DirectedGraph> 

 

This above xml text of DGML file has 4 main sections. We are discussing them one by one. 

1. Nodes 

Nodes section contains all the nodes and these are representing different functions of 

test class. Each function has a separate Node tag with some basic attributes like e.g. Id, 

Category, FunctionTypeFlags, label etc. It also contains a reference to category section 
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that holds color and layout properties for this node. E.g. this below line will create a 

Node named A.  

<Node Id="@A" Category="CodeSchema_Method" FunctionTypeFlags="Method" Label="A"> 
   <Category Ref="Category1" /> 
</Node> 

 

2. Links 

Links section contains all the links or connections between different functions. These 

links are created for different function calls of the program. For instance, in below 

example an arrow will be created from node A to Node B. It means function A is calling 

to function B. 
 

<Link Source="@A" Target="@B" /> 

 

Source is the node ID who is making this call and Target is the node ID that is called by 

source function. 

 

3. Categories 

Categories section contains different category tags that contain colors and layout 

information for all nodes.  

 
<Category Id="Category1" Label="Red" Background="#FFFF7F7F"/> 

 

Any of class information can be shown in different labels.  

 

4. Properties 

Properties section contains different property tags for all the nodes. These properties 

contain information about back-ground color, icon, data type, graph direction, arrow 

direction, color brush etc. these properties are applied to whole graph and on all objects 

that resides inside this graph. 

 

5. Styles 

Styles can also be created for graph and its objects. These styles mostly deal with the 

layout of graph and nodes. In above example styles are used to decorate graph nodes. 

To generate a call graph only Nodes and Links section are important. Nodes section will create 

all functions and Links section will create all arrows between them. All other sections are used 

to decorate the graph and its nodes. 

3.1.4 Function Dependencies 

We have also generated a functional dependency graph from DGML file. It displays functional 

dependencies of class functions. Normally this kind of graphs helps developers in which they can 

find all references of a function.  
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Figure 3-7: Function Dependency graph 

 

The above functional dependency graph, displays function names on horizontal axis and on 

vertical also. On vertical axis it displays all caller functions and on horizontal axis callee functions 

are displayed. In the above graph you can see two red colored arrow signs. It shows that 

function “N” is calling to function “C” and “Y”. In other words N is dependent on C and Y and 

might be failed from any one of them. If function C or Y or both of them are failed to produce 

their expected results they might effects on N also. Similarly function C and Y are also calling to 

other functions and might dependent on them.  

It’s very common to know about all references of different functions while debugging a 

program. Above graph is a very clear identification of different functions in a visual way. From 

debugging perspectives a complete dependency graph of a class can helps developer to know 

the functions that might be changed or corrected. 
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3.2 Generate Modelica Libraries 

Next step is to translate this XML file information about function calls into Modelica libraries. 

Modelica is an object-oriented equation based language to model complex systems. Complex 

systems are those systems which contain e.g. mechanical, electrical, electronic, hydraulic or 

process-oriented subcomponents [16]. RODON is a model based diagnosis system that we have 

used for functional dependence analysis. This system is used to model hardware components 

e.g. wiring diagram of a car head lights, auto doors or dashboard components, home electricity 

design, fire alarm system service manual etc. To model a physical system in RODON it requires 

writing code in a variant of the Modelica language. 

CGA generates model libraries from XML file. To model a program source code in RODON it 

requires three types of files. 

1. Pin File 

This library contains Modelica language code for input and output parameters of all 

functions. We are assuming that only Boolean types of parameters are used and each 

function should contain only 1 input parameter. Output parameter can be of any data 

type or a void data type. File name is the same as the class name. We are calling this file 

a “pin” file in later chapters. 

2. Functional Block  

Each function definition is written in second library class file. CGA generates separate 

files for each function of source file to model it in RODON. These files are called function 

blocks of model system. Name of these files are generated by concatenating different 

strings with each other e.g. “fblock_TestClass_A”. 

“fblock_” is static text that is added programmatically just to distinguish it from other 

library files. “TestClass” is the name of class for which all these files are created. “_A” is 

the function name followed by an underscore. We are calling these files as “function 

blocks” in later chapters.  

3. To connect function block files with each other another file is created. This is main 

model class for function block diagram. We are giving it name “mdl_TestClass”. We have 

generated this name from the name of the class followed by a static string “mdl_”.  

3.2.1 Pin File 

Pin file that is also known as connecter file contains all input variables of all functions. RODON 

requires a separate file for input and output parameters. To use these variables in function block 

files an instance of this file is created. We are considering only Boolean data type for this 

analysis. The sample code of pin file is 

1. connector TestClass 

2.   Boolean p; 

3. end TestClass; 
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Pin file source code starts with the keyword connector. In above example TestClass is the 

name of pin file which is the name of class. p is the Boolean variable that all functions are using. 

This p variable is used for both input and output values.  

3.2.2 Functional block 

Functional blocks are the actual functions that enclose business logic of the program. Separate 

files are generated for each function. Each file instantiates variables of pin file to access Boolean 

variables declared over there (in our case it is only p). Two instances of pin are created, one will 

be used as an input parameter and another will be used as an output parameter. There is 

another instance of FailureMode class is declared that is responsible for handling program 

execution failures due to exceptions. The Modelica code for functional blocks is 

4. model fblock_TestClass_K 

1.  TestClass i0; 

2.  TestClass o0; 

3.  Common.Interfaces.BehavioralModes.FailureMode fm (max 

= 1); 

4. behavior 

5.  if (fm == 0) 

6.  { 

7.   i0.p = o0.p; 

8.  } 

9. end fblock_TestClass_K; 
 

This file has two sections model and behavior. model section is used to declare instances 

of other models and pin files. In above code “i0” is the instance of pin file, “TestClass” that 

is an input variable and “o0” is for output variable. “fm” is an instance of “FailureMode” that 

will handle failure modes during execution as stated earlier. 

 

behavior section encapsulates business logic of the function. Code of this section should 

surround a security check of FailureMode class. The current logic is just to pass to output 

parameter what is coming on input parameter.  

 

Each function block also has a graphical interface. It shows small boxes for instances created 

inside. These boxes need to connect with each other through this function block in order to get 

value from input parameters, do some work on it and pass computed value to output 

parameter. This connection information is also written programmatically in a file. Each function 

block has its own graphical file with the same name as its own but with different extension that 

is “.rgf”.  
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Figure 3-8: Function Block Graphical File 

 

3.2.3 Model block 

Model block is an important Modelica library file that is used to connect all functional blocks of 

program. In this library all functional blocks are instantiated and connected with each other 

according to the information that is stored in XML or DGML file generated by CGA. Model block 

also has a visual interface that shows all functional blocks instances. The code of a model block 

looks like this. 

 

1. model mdl_TestClass 
2.  fblock_TestClass_B B0; 

3.  fblock_TestClass_A A0; 

4.  fblock_TestClass_M M0; 

5.  fblock_TestClass_D D0; 

6.  fblock_TestClass_C C0; 

7.  fblock_TestClass_E E0; 

8.  fblock_TestClass_Q Q0; 

9.  fblock_TestClass_F F0; 
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10.  fblock_TestClass_Y Y0; 

11.  fblock_TestClass_G G0; 

12.  fblock_TestClass_H H0; 

13.  fblock_TestClass_Z Z0; 

14.  fblock_TestClass_I I0; 

15.  fblock_TestClass_J J0; 

16.  fblock_TestClass_K K0; 

17.  fblock_TestClass_X X0; 

18.  fblock_TestClass_L L0; 

19.  fblock_TestClass_N N0; 

20.  fblock_TestClass_W W0; 

21.  fblock_TestClass_O O0; 

22.  fblock_TestClass_P P0; 

23.  fblock_TestClass_U U0; 

24.  fblock_TestClass_T T0; 

25.  fblock_TestClass_R R0; 

26.  fblock_TestClass_S S0; 

27.  fblock_TestClass_V V0; 

28. behavior 
29.  connect(B0.i0 , A0.o0); 

30.  connect(M0.i0 , A0.o0); 

31.  connect(D0.i0 , B0.o0); 

32.  connect(A0.i0 , C0.o0); 

33.  connect(C0.i0 , D0.o0); 

34.  connect(A0.i0 , E0.o0); 

35.  connect(B0.i0 , E0.o0); 

36.  connect(C0.i0 , E0.o0); 

37.  connect(D0.i0 , E0.o0); 

38.  connect(Q0.i0 , F0.o0); 

39.  connect(Y0.i0 , G0.o0); 

40.  connect(A0.i0 , H0.o0); 

41.  connect(Z0.i0 , I0.o0); 

42.  connect(Z0.i0 , J0.o0); 

43.  connect(A0.i0 , K0.o0); 

44.  connect(X0.i0 , L0.o0); 

45.  connect(X0.i0 , M0.o0); 

46.  connect(B0.i0 , M0.o0); 

47.  connect(C0.i0 , N0.o0); 

48.  connect(Y0.i0 , N0.o0); 

49.  connect(W0.i0 , O0.o0); 

50.  connect(D0.i0 , P0.o0); 

51.  connect(U0.i0 , Q0.o0); 

52.  connect(N0.i0 , Q0.o0); 

53.  connect(T0.i0 , R0.o0); 

54.  connect(E0.o0 , S0.o0); 

55.  connect(M0.i0 , S0.o0); 

56.  connect(K0.i0 , T0.o0); 

57.  connect(G0.i0 , U0.o0); 

58.  connect(I0.i0 , U0.o0); 

59.  connect(B0.i0 , V0.o0); 

60.  connect(X0.i0 , W0.o0); 

61.  connect(Y0.i0 , W0.o0); 
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62.  connect(L0.i0 , W0.o0); 

63.  connect(P0.i0 , X0.o0); 

64.  connect(Q0.i0 , X0.o0); 

65.  connect(D0.i0 , Y0.o0); 

66.  connect(V0.i0 , Y0.o0); 

67.  connect(H0.i0 , Z0.o0); 

68.  connect(J0.i0 , Z0.o0); 

69. end mdl_TestClass; 

 

This library file has two sections. First section “model” is used to instantiate functional blocks 

and second section “behavior” is used to connect those instances with each other. The 

graphical interface file is also created automatically which contains positions and offsets for 

function blocks. The graphical interface for above code example looks something like this. 

 

 
 

Figure 3-9: Model Block Graphical File 
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Above figure displays all functional block instances of a class. Each instance can contain more 

instances inside. We can navigate in and out of any instance, just double click on any instance 

and it will show all business logic of inside. Like for instance in test class function S is calling to 

function E and M. It means if S has been double clicked then the RODON will show E and M 

block. One can go level up or down in class hierarchy like shown in the below image. 

 

Figure 3-10: Model Block, navigation in class hierarchy 

 

3.3 RODON Diagnosis Analysis 

RODON has built in diagnosis engine that can execute functional and model blocks created by 

earlier processes. It creates a graphical layout for all functional blocks added in a module block. 

In model specified by Modelica language, RODON is able to detect single or multiple faults or to 

suggest different measurements to take corrective actions. Model can be fed in several ways 

from available observations and measurements.  

The example of multiplier-adder discussed in section 2.5.1 “Principles of Model Based Diagnosis” 

has been modelled in RODON. The same value for all inputs A, B, C, D, and E has been passed as 

discussed above. Simulation gives us correct results as were expected and RODON identifies 

faulty components, shown in below figure. 
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The above analysis shows clearly that output of adder A1 is wrong. It might be because 

faulty or it may be due to the M1. We can also conclude that M2 is not faulty because output of A2 is 

correct and M2 is involved in 

A1. 
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Figure 3-11: RODON Diagnosis Analysis 

The above analysis shows clearly that output of adder A1 is wrong. It might be because 

faulty or it may be due to the M1. We can also conclude that M2 is not faulty because output of A2 is 

correct and M2 is involved in calculation for input of A2. So possible defective component
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The above analysis shows clearly that output of adder A1 is wrong. It might be because either A1 itself is 

faulty or it may be due to the M1. We can also conclude that M2 is not faulty because output of A2 is 

So possible defective component(s) are M1 and 
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3.4 Summary 

RODON has been used as model based diagnosis system for analysis. It works with some 

Modelica library files. We are aiming to put some input and output conditions on functions in 

future work, that can be checked like a black box. If a function is not returning its expected 

output then model system will point out that particular function. An automated test case 

generation tool can also be linked with this model system that can check different functions 

output without concerning the overall output of the system. 

Initially we were expecting to start with some pre developed open source call graph applications 

but unfortunately we did not find any single example. We did a feasibility analysis to develop 

our customized call graph application that takes time to make us being able to come into play in 

area of “Model based diagnosis”. The main focus was to model functional dependencies into a 

diagnosis system but we are glad that today we have developed application to extract functional 

dependencies information.  

Work was started by analyzing static source code. As we said earlier we were looking for some 

already developed open source call graph applications that needs some modifications and 

generates our desired Xml files. After a very extensive search we found only two call graph 

applications. 

The first one was Eclipse Profiler Plugin that needs to be integrated with eclipse IDE. This was a 

rich feature call graph and provides all those information that we required to translate class 

data into Modelica libraries. Unfortunately source code and documentation of this plugin was 

not available that’s why we were not able to configure it locally. We tried to contact to authors 

but their email was no more live. 

Second application was also an eclipse plugin named Call Graph Plug-in. There was nothing 

available for this application neither source code nor binaries nor documentation or any manual. 

This plugin was available in eclipse central plugin repository. 

After this analysis and R&D we have decided to develop our own call graph application initially 

for c# source code. Later on it will accept and analyze source code of other object oriented 

languages like e.g. java, C++, python etc also. We have already discussed all the details of CGA 

application above.  

After successful generation of XML and DGML we have generated Modelica class libraries for 

RODON model system. This system parses those libraries and displays functional dependency 

graph in different formats. RODON system has two perspectives for modeling a class.  

One is composer in which we can edit source code of Modelica class library, connect different 

functional blocks with each other (in our case we have connect them programmatically from 

CGA) and can set their naming conventions and layout design to draw functional blocks. RODON 

also has an auto layout mode in which it automatically adjusts all or selected functional blocks. 
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This layout design can also be saved in a profile that can be used to load all settings 

automatically.  

Another perspective is Analyzer that actually simulates program design. It’s a kind of run time 

environment in which user can put input and output constraints on functional blocks. Values for 

input and output variables can be placed and can also be monitored during the diagnosis 

analysis. RODON has also a console area where it displays all error, warning and information 

messages. It calculates execution time in mille seconds for each function blocks and for whole 

program also. All analysis data that is generated during diagnosis analysis can also be saved in a 

file. 

3.5 Conclusions & Future Work 

A model based diagnosis system is actually a reasoning system and it’s essential to know the 

assumptions when it is pertinent. Assumptions are used to express the system and characterize 

the basics of domain knowledge required by reasoner. 

In this thesis we have provided the analysis of these suppositions. We have provided the study 

on the roles of assumptions used by model based diagnosis systems. Increasing complexity of 

devices and systems, automotive engineering, circuit designs and software models, has 

increased the demand for automatic diagnosis and testing [23]. 

Our research on model based diagnosis systems consist of three processes; 1: assumptions and 

reasoning of diagnosis system in the field of debugging 2: development of applications that can 

prepare source code to diagnose 3: execution of model based system to find discrepancies and 

faulty areas of source code. The first process describes the working of a model based diagnosis 

system. Research reveals that this area is not well matured and right assumptions are necessary 

to work on them [24]. Although model systems can work with any configuration but in the field 

of software analysis it is important to know the bugs in source code especially when it’s too 

large, complex or large and complex. We have focused to pin point the place where problem 

occurs and what it was. A model system can display this failure in many formats like, in graphs, 

reports, charts etc. This model system works without executing actual source code but it relies 

on assumptions and input/output conditions. 

RODON is a model based diagnosis system that is used to model complex systems.  It works very 

well with accordance to our assumption based diagnosis analysis of source code. For future 

work we would like to implement a tool to support our proposed framework that covers from 

extracting functional dependencies till modelling of this information into a diagnosis reasoner 

and perform an evaluation process to verify usefulness of this framework. 
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APPENDIX A 

Test Class C# code 

TestClass 

 

 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

using System; 

using System.Collections.Generic; 

using System.Linq; 

using System.Text; 

using System.Runtime.InteropServices; 

 

namespace CallGraph 

{ 

    class TestClass 

    { 

        private bool A(bool a) 

        { 

            bool temp1 = B(a); 

            return M(temp1); 

        } 

        private bool B(bool b) 

        { 

            return b; 

        } 

        private bool C(bool c) 

        { 

            return A(c); 

        } 

        private bool D(bool d) 

        { 

            return C(d); 

        } 

        private bool E() 

        { 

            bool a = true; 

            bool temp1 = A(a); 

            bool temp2 = B(temp1); 

            bool temp3 = C(temp2); 

            bool temp4 = D(temp3); 

            return temp4; 

        } 

        private void F(bool f) 

        { 

        } 

        private void G(bool g) 

        { 

        } 

        private void H(bool h) 

        { 

            A(h); 

        } 

        private bool I(bool i) 

        { 

            return i; 

        } 

        private void J(bool j) 

        { 

            Z(j); 

        } 

        private bool K(bool k) 

        { 
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57 

58 

59 

60 

61 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

70 

71 

72 

73 

74 

75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

80 

81 

82 

83 

84 

85 

86 

87 

88 

89 

90 

91 

92 

93 

94 

95 

96 

97 

98 

99 

100 

101 

102 

103 

104 

105 

106 

107 

108 

109 

110 

111 

112 

113 

114 

115 

116 

117 

118 

119 

            return k; 

        } 

        private bool L(bool l) 

        { 

            return X(l); 

        } 

        private bool M(bool m) 

        { 

            return m; 

        } 

        private void N(bool n) 

        { 

            C(n); 

            Y(n); 

        } 

        private void O(bool o) 

        { 

        } 

        private bool P(bool p) 

        { 

            return D(p); 

        } 

        private void Q(bool q) 

        { 

            U(q); 

            N(q); 

        } 

        private bool R(bool r) 

        { 

            return r; 

        } 

        private bool S(bool s) 

        { 

            E(); 

            M(s); 

            return s; 

        } 

        private void T(bool t) 

        { 

            K(t); 

        } 

        private bool U(bool u) 

        { 

            return u; 

        } 

        private bool V(bool v) 

        { 

            v = false; 

            B(v); 

            return v; 

        } 

        private bool W(bool w) 

        { 

            return w; 

        } 

        private bool X(bool x) 

        { 

            P(x); 

            Q(x); 

            return x; 

        } 

        private void Y(bool y) 

        { 
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120 

121 

122 

123 

124 

125 

        } 

        private void Z(bool z) 

        { 

        } 

    } 

} 

 

APPENDIX B 

Extensible Markup Language 

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="us-ascii" ?>  
- <Methods> 

- <Method Name="A" Type="Caller"> 

  <DeclaredType>TestClass</DeclaredType>  

  <Counter>0</Counter>  

- <Parameters> 

  <Parameter Name="" DataType="Boolean" Type="Output" />  

  <Parameter Name="a" DataType="Boolean" Type="Input" />  

  </Parameters> 

  <Scope>Private</Scope>  

  <StartLine>13</StartLine>  

  <EndLine>18</EndLine>  

</Method> 

- <Method Name="B" Type="Callee"> 

  <Counter>1</Counter>  

  <LineNo>15</LineNo>  

  <Caller>A</Caller>  

</Method> 
- <Method Name="M" Type="Callee"> 

  <Counter>2</Counter>  

  <LineNo>16</LineNo>  

  <Caller>A</Caller>  

</Method> 

- <Method Name="B" Type="Caller"> 

  <DeclaredType>TestClass</DeclaredType>  

  <Counter>3</Counter>  

- <Parameters> 

  <Parameter Name="" DataType="Boolean" Type="Output" />  

  <Parameter Name="b" DataType="Boolean" Type="Input" />  

  </Parameters> 

  <Scope>Private</Scope>  

  <StartLine>19</StartLine>  

  <EndLine>22</EndLine>  

</Method> 
- <Method Name="C" Type="Caller"> 

  <DeclaredType>TestClass</DeclaredType>  

  <Counter>4</Counter>  

- <Parameters> 

  <Parameter Name="" DataType="Boolean" Type="Output" />  
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  <Parameter Name="c" DataType="Boolean" Type="Input" />  

  </Parameters> 

  <Scope>Private</Scope>  

  <StartLine>23</StartLine>  

  <EndLine>26</EndLine>  

</Method> 
- <Method Name="A" Type="Callee"> 

  <Counter>5</Counter>  

  <LineNo>25</LineNo>  

  <Caller>C</Caller>  

</Method> 
- <Method Name="D" Type="Caller"> 

  <DeclaredType>TestClass</DeclaredType>  

  <Counter>6</Counter>  

- <Parameters> 

  <Parameter Name="" DataType="Boolean" Type="Output" />  

  <Parameter Name="d" DataType="Boolean" Type="Input" />  

  </Parameters> 

  <Scope>Private</Scope>  

  <StartLine>27</StartLine>  

  <EndLine>30</EndLine>  

</Method> 
- <Method Name="C" Type="Callee"> 

  <Counter>7</Counter>  

  <LineNo>29</LineNo>  

  <Caller>D</Caller>  

</Method> 

- <Method Name="E" Type="Caller"> 

  <DeclaredType>TestClass</DeclaredType>  

  <Counter>8</Counter>  

- <Parameters> 

  <Parameter Name="" DataType="Boolean" Type="Output" />  

  </Parameters> 

  <Scope>Private</Scope>  

  <StartLine>31</StartLine>  

  <EndLine>39</EndLine>  

</Method> 
- <Method Name="A" Type="Callee"> 

  <Counter>9</Counter>  

  <LineNo>34</LineNo>  

  <Caller>E</Caller>  

</Method> 

- <Method Name="B" Type="Callee"> 

  <Counter>10</Counter>  

  <LineNo>35</LineNo>  

  <Caller>E</Caller>  

</Method> 
- <Method Name="C" Type="Callee"> 

  <Counter>11</Counter>  

  <LineNo>36</LineNo>  
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  <Caller>E</Caller>  

</Method> 
- <Method Name="D" Type="Callee"> 

  <Counter>12</Counter>  

  <LineNo>37</LineNo>  

  <Caller>E</Caller>  

</Method> 

- <Method Name="F" Type="Caller"> 

  <DeclaredType>TestClass</DeclaredType>  

  <Counter>13</Counter>  

- <Parameters> 

  <Parameter Name="" DataType="Void" Type="Output" />  

  <Parameter Name="f" DataType="Boolean" Type="Input" />  

  </Parameters> 

  <Scope>Private</Scope>  

  <StartLine>40</StartLine>  

  <EndLine>43</EndLine>  

</Method> 
- <Method Name="G" Type="Caller"> 

  <DeclaredType>TestClass</DeclaredType>  

  <Counter>14</Counter>  

- <Parameters> 

  <Parameter Name="" DataType="Void" Type="Output" />  

  <Parameter Name="g" DataType="Boolean" Type="Input" />  

  </Parameters> 

  <Scope>Private</Scope>  

  <StartLine>44</StartLine>  

  <EndLine>47</EndLine>  

</Method> 
- <Method Name="H" Type="Caller"> 

  <DeclaredType>TestClass</DeclaredType>  

  <Counter>15</Counter>  

- <Parameters> 

  <Parameter Name="" DataType="Void" Type="Output" />  

  <Parameter Name="h" DataType="Boolean" Type="Input" />  

  </Parameters> 

  <Scope>Private</Scope>  

  <StartLine>48</StartLine>  

  <EndLine>51</EndLine>  

</Method> 

- <Method Name="A" Type="Callee"> 

  <Counter>16</Counter>  

  <LineNo>50</LineNo>  

  <Caller>H</Caller>  

  </Method> 

- <Method Name="I" Type="Caller"> 

  <DeclaredType>TestClass</DeclaredType>  

  <Counter>17</Counter>  

- <Parameters> 
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  <Parameter Name="" DataType="Boolean" Type="Output" />  

  <Parameter Name="i" DataType="Boolean" Type="Input" />  

  </Parameters> 

  <Scope>Private</Scope>  

  <StartLine>52</StartLine>  

  <EndLine>55</EndLine>  

</Method> 
- <Method Name="J" Type="Caller"> 

  <DeclaredType>TestClass</DeclaredType>  

  <Counter>18</Counter>  

- <Parameters> 

  <Parameter Name="" DataType="Void" Type="Output" />  

  <Parameter Name="j" DataType="Boolean" Type="Input" />  

  </Parameters> 

  <Scope>Private</Scope>  

  <StartLine>56</StartLine>  

  <EndLine>59</EndLine>  

</Method> 
- <Method Name="Z" Type="Callee"> 

  <Counter>19</Counter>  

  <LineNo>58</LineNo>  

  <Caller>J</Caller>  

</Method> 
- <Method Name="K" Type="Caller"> 

  <DeclaredType>TestClass</DeclaredType>  

  <Counter>20</Counter>  

- <Parameters> 

  <Parameter Name="" DataType="Boolean" Type="Output" />  

  <Parameter Name="k" DataType="Boolean" Type="Input" />  

  </Parameters> 

  <Scope>Private</Scope>  

  <StartLine>60</StartLine>  

  <EndLine>63</EndLine>  

  </Method> 

- <Method Name="L" Type="Caller"> 

  <DeclaredType>TestClass</DeclaredType>  

  <Counter>21</Counter>  

- <Parameters> 

  <Parameter Name="" DataType="Boolean" Type="Output" />  

  <Parameter Name="l" DataType="Boolean" Type="Input" />  

  </Parameters> 

  <Scope>Private</Scope>  

  <StartLine>64</StartLine>  

  <EndLine>67</EndLine>  

</Method> 
- <Method Name="X" Type="Callee"> 

  <Counter>22</Counter>  

  <LineNo>66</LineNo>  

  <Caller>L</Caller>  
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</Method> 
- <Method Name="M" Type="Caller"> 

  <DeclaredType>TestClass</DeclaredType>  

  <Counter>23</Counter>  

- <Parameters> 

  <Parameter Name="" DataType="Boolean" Type="Output" />  

  <Parameter Name="m" DataType="Boolean" Type="Input" />  

  </Parameters> 

  <Scope>Private</Scope>  

  <StartLine>68</StartLine>  

  <EndLine>71</EndLine>  

</Method> 

- <Method Name="N" Type="Caller"> 

  <DeclaredType>TestClass</DeclaredType>  

  <Counter>24</Counter>  

- <Parameters> 

  <Parameter Name="" DataType="Void" Type="Output" />  

  <Parameter Name="n" DataType="Boolean" Type="Input" />  

  </Parameters> 

  <Scope>Private</Scope>  

  <StartLine>72</StartLine>  

  <EndLine>76</EndLine>  

</Method> 
- <Method Name="C" Type="Callee"> 

  <Counter>25</Counter>  

  <LineNo>74</LineNo>  

  <Caller>N</Caller>  

</Method> 
- <Method Name="Y" Type="Callee"> 

  <Counter>26</Counter>  

  <LineNo>75</LineNo>  

  <Caller>N</Caller>  

</Method> 
- <Method Name="O" Type="Caller"> 

  <DeclaredType>TestClass</DeclaredType>  

  <Counter>27</Counter>  

- <Parameters> 

  <Parameter Name="" DataType="Void" Type="Output" />  

  <Parameter Name="o" DataType="Boolean" Type="Input" />  

  </Parameters> 

  <Scope>Private</Scope>  

  <StartLine>77</StartLine>  

  <EndLine>80</EndLine>  

</Method> 
- <Method Name="P" Type="Caller"> 

  <DeclaredType>TestClass</DeclaredType>  

  <Counter>28</Counter>  

- <Parameters> 

  <Parameter Name="" DataType="Boolean" Type="Output" />  

  <Parameter Name="p" DataType="Boolean" Type="Input" />  
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  </Parameters> 

  <Scope>Private</Scope>  

  <StartLine>81</StartLine>  

  <EndLine>84</EndLine>  

</Method> 
- <Method Name="D" Type="Callee"> 

  <Counter>29</Counter>  

  <LineNo>83</LineNo>  

  <Caller>P</Caller>  

</Method> 
- <Method Name="Q" Type="Caller"> 

  <DeclaredType>TestClass</DeclaredType>  

  <Counter>30</Counter>  

- <Parameters> 

  <Parameter Name="" DataType="Void" Type="Output" />  

  <Parameter Name="q" DataType="Boolean" Type="Input" />  

  </Parameters> 

  <Scope>Private</Scope>  

  <StartLine>85</StartLine>  

  <EndLine>89</EndLine>  

</Method> 
- <Method Name="U" Type="Callee"> 

  <Counter>31</Counter>  

  <LineNo>87</LineNo>  

  <Caller>Q</Caller>  

</Method> 
- <Method Name="N" Type="Callee"> 

  <Counter>32</Counter>  

  <LineNo>88</LineNo>  

  <Caller>Q</Caller>  

</Method> 
- <Method Name="R" Type="Caller"> 

  <DeclaredType>TestClass</DeclaredType>  

  <Counter>33</Counter>  

- <Parameters> 

  <Parameter Name="" DataType="Boolean" Type="Output" />  

  <Parameter Name="r" DataType="Boolean" Type="Input" />  

  </Parameters> 

  <Scope>Private</Scope>  

  <StartLine>90</StartLine>  

  <EndLine>93</EndLine>  

</Method> 

- <Method Name="S" Type="Caller"> 

  <DeclaredType>TestClass</DeclaredType>  

  <Counter>34</Counter>  

- <Parameters> 

  <Parameter Name="" DataType="Boolean" Type="Output" />  

  <Parameter Name="s" DataType="Boolean" Type="Input" />  

  </Parameters> 

  <Scope>Private</Scope>  
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  <StartLine>94</StartLine>  

  <EndLine>99</EndLine>  

</Method> 
- <Method Name="E" Type="Callee"> 

  <Counter>35</Counter>  

  <LineNo>96</LineNo>  

  <Caller>S</Caller>  

</Method> 
- <Method Name="M" Type="Callee"> 

  <Counter>36</Counter>  

  <LineNo>97</LineNo>  

  <Caller>S</Caller>  

</Method> 
- <Method Name="T" Type="Caller"> 

  <DeclaredType>TestClass</DeclaredType>  

  <Counter>37</Counter>  

- <Parameters> 

  <Parameter Name="" DataType="Void" Type="Output" />  

  <Parameter Name="t" DataType="Boolean" Type="Input" />  

  </Parameters> 

  <Scope>Private</Scope>  

  <StartLine>100</StartLine>  

  <EndLine>103</EndLine>  

</Method> 
- <Method Name="K" Type="Callee"> 

  <Counter>38</Counter>  

  <LineNo>102</LineNo>  

  <Caller>T</Caller>  

</Method> 

- <Method Name="U" Type="Caller"> 

  <DeclaredType>TestClass</DeclaredType>  

  <Counter>39</Counter>  

- <Parameters> 

  <Parameter Name="" DataType="Boolean" Type="Output" />  

  <Parameter Name="u" DataType="Boolean" Type="Input" />  

  </Parameters> 

  <Scope>Private</Scope>  

  <StartLine>104</StartLine>  

  <EndLine>107</EndLine>  

</Method> 
- <Method Name="V" Type="Caller"> 

  <DeclaredType>TestClass</DeclaredType>  

  <Counter>40</Counter>  

- <Parameters> 

  <Parameter Name="" DataType="Boolean" Type="Output" />  

  <Parameter Name="v" DataType="Boolean" Type="Input" />  

  </Parameters> 

  <Scope>Private</Scope>  

  <StartLine>108</StartLine>  

  <EndLine>113</EndLine>  
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</Method> 
- <Method Name="B" Type="Callee"> 

  <Counter>41</Counter>  

  <LineNo>111</LineNo>  

  <Caller>V</Caller>  

</Method> 

- <Method Name="W" Type="Caller"> 

  <DeclaredType>TestClass</DeclaredType>  

  <Counter>42</Counter>  

- <Parameters> 

  <Parameter Name="" DataType="Boolean" Type="Output" />  

  <Parameter Name="w" DataType="Boolean" Type="Input" />  

  </Parameters> 

  <Scope>Private</Scope>  

  <StartLine>114</StartLine>  

  <EndLine>117</EndLine>  

</Method> 
- <Method Name="X" Type="Caller"> 

  <DeclaredType>TestClass</DeclaredType>  

  <Counter>43</Counter>  

- <Parameters> 

  <Parameter Name="" DataType="Boolean" Type="Output" />  

  <Parameter Name="x" DataType="Boolean" Type="Input" />  

  </Parameters> 

  <Scope>Private</Scope>  

  <StartLine>118</StartLine>  

  <EndLine>123</EndLine>  

</Method> 
- <Method Name="P" Type="Callee"> 

  <Counter>44</Counter>  

  <LineNo>120</LineNo>  

  <Caller>X</Caller>  

</Method> 
- <Method Name="Q" Type="Callee"> 

  <Counter>45</Counter>  

  <LineNo>121</LineNo>  

  <Caller>X</Caller>  

</Method> 
- <Method Name="Y" Type="Caller"> 

  <DeclaredType>TestClass</DeclaredType>  

  <Counter>46</Counter>  

- <Parameters> 

  <Parameter Name="" DataType="Void" Type="Output" />  

  <Parameter Name="y" DataType="Boolean" Type="Input" />  

  </Parameters> 

  <Scope>Private</Scope>  

  <StartLine>124</StartLine>  

  <EndLine>126</EndLine>  

</Method> 

- <Method Name="Z" Type="Caller"> 
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  <DeclaredType>TestClass</DeclaredType>  

  <Counter>47</Counter>  

- <Parameters> 

  <Parameter Name="" DataType="Void" Type="Output" />  

  <Parameter Name="z" DataType="Boolean" Type="Input" />  

  </Parameters> 

  <Scope>Private</Scope>  

  <StartLine>127</StartLine>  

  <EndLine>130</EndLine>  

</Method> 

</Methods> 

 

APPENDIX C 

 

Directed Graph Markup Language  

 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 

<DirectedGraph GraphDirection="LeftToRight" Layout="Sugiyama" 

xmlns="http://schemas.microsoft.com/vs/2009/dgml"> 

  <Nodes> 
    <Node Id="@A" Category="CodeSchema_Method" FunctionTypeFlags="Method" 

Label="A" /> 

    <Node Id="@B" Category="CodeSchema_Method" FunctionTypeFlags="Method" 
Label="B" /> 

    <Node Id="@C" Category="CodeSchema_Method" FunctionTypeFlags="Method" 

Label="C" /> 
    <Node Id="@D" Category="CodeSchema_Method" FunctionTypeFlags="Method" 

Label="D" /> 

    <Node Id="@E" Category="CodeSchema_Method" FunctionTypeFlags="Method" 
Label="E" /> 

    <Node Id="@F" Category="CodeSchema_Method" FunctionTypeFlags="Method" 

Label="F" /> 

    <Node Id="@G" Category="CodeSchema_Method" FunctionTypeFlags="Method" 
Label="G" /> 

    <Node Id="@H" Category="CodeSchema_Method" FunctionTypeFlags="Method" 

Label="H" /> 
    <Node Id="@I" Category="CodeSchema_Method" FunctionTypeFlags="Method" 

Label="I" /> 

    <Node Id="@J" Category="CodeSchema_Method" FunctionTypeFlags="Method" 
Label="J" /> 

    <Node Id="@K" Category="CodeSchema_Method" FunctionTypeFlags="Method" 

Label="K" /> 

    <Node Id="@L" Category="CodeSchema_Method" FunctionTypeFlags="Method" 
Label="L" /> 

    <Node Id="@M" Category="CodeSchema_Method" FunctionTypeFlags="Method" 

Label="M" /> 
    <Node Id="@N" Category="CodeSchema_Method" FunctionTypeFlags="Method" 

Label="N" /> 

    <Node Id="@O" Category="CodeSchema_Method" FunctionTypeFlags="Method" 
Label="O" /> 

    <Node Id="@P" Category="CodeSchema_Method" FunctionTypeFlags="Method" 

Label="P" /> 
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    <Node Id="@Q" Category="CodeSchema_Method" FunctionTypeFlags="Method" 

Label="Q" /> 
    <Node Id="@R" Category="CodeSchema_Method" FunctionTypeFlags="Method" 

Label="R" /> 

    <Node Id="@S" Category="CodeSchema_Method" FunctionTypeFlags="Method" 
Label="S" /> 

    <Node Id="@T" Category="CodeSchema_Method" FunctionTypeFlags="Method" 

Label="T" /> 

    <Node Id="@U" Category="CodeSchema_Method" FunctionTypeFlags="Method" 
Label="U" /> 

    <Node Id="@V" Category="CodeSchema_Method" FunctionTypeFlags="Method" 

Label="V" /> 
    <Node Id="@W" Category="CodeSchema_Method" FunctionTypeFlags="Method" 

Label="W" /> 

    <Node Id="@X" Category="CodeSchema_Method" FunctionTypeFlags="Method" 
Label="X" /> 

    <Node Id="@Y" Category="CodeSchema_Method" FunctionTypeFlags="Method" 

Label="Y" /> 

    <Node Id="@Z" Category="CodeSchema_Method" FunctionTypeFlags="Method" 
Label="Z" /> 

  </Nodes> 

  <Links> 
    <Link Source="@A" Target="@B" /> 

    <Link Source="@A" Target="@M" /> 

    <Link Source="@C" Target="@A" /> 
    <Link Source="@D" Target="@C" /> 

    <Link Source="@E" Target="@A" /> 

    <Link Source="@E" Target="@B" /> 
    <Link Source="@E" Target="@C" /> 

    <Link Source="@E" Target="@D" /> 

    <Link Source="@H" Target="@A" /> 

    <Link Source="@J" Target="@Z" /> 
    <Link Source="@L" Target="@X" /> 

    <Link Source="@N" Target="@C" /> 

    <Link Source="@N" Target="@Y" /> 
    <Link Source="@P" Target="@D" /> 

    <Link Source="@Q" Target="@N" /> 

    <Link Source="@Q" Target="@U" /> 
    <Link Source="@S" Target="@E" /> 

    <Link Source="@S" Target="@M" /> 

    <Link Source="@T" Target="@K" /> 

    <Link Source="@V" Target="@B" /> 
    <Link Source="@X" Target="@P" /> 

    <Link Source="@X" Target="@Q" /> 

  </Links> 
  <Categories> 

    <Category Id="CodeSchema_Block" Label="Block" BasedOn="CodeSchema_Statement" 

CanBeDataDriven="True" DefaultAction="Microsoft.Contains" IsProviderRoot="False" 
NavigationActionLabel="Blocks" /> 

    <Category Id="CodeSchema_Member" Label="Member" BasedOn="CodeSchema_Block" 

CanBeDataDriven="True" DefaultAction="Microsoft.Contains" Icon="CodeSchema_Field" 

IsProviderRoot="False" NavigationActionLabel="Members" /> 
    <Category Id="CodeSchema_Method" Label="Method" BasedOn="CodeSchema_Member" 

CanBeDataDriven="True" DefaultAction="Link:Forward:CodeSchema_Calls" 

Icon="CodeSchema_Method" IsProviderRoot="False" NavigationActionLabel="Methods" /> 
    <Category Id="CodeSchema_Statement" Label="Statement" CanBeDataDriven="True" 

DefaultAction="Microsoft.Contains" IsProviderRoot="False" 

NavigationActionLabel="Statement" /> 
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  </Categories> 

  <Properties> 
    <Property Id="CanBeDataDriven" Label="CanBeDataDriven" 

Description="CanBeDataDriven" DataType="System.Boolean" /> 

    <Property Id="DefaultAction" Label="DefaultAction" Description="DefaultAction" 
DataType="System.String" /> 

    <Property Id="FunctionTypeFlags" Label="FunctionTypeFlags" 

Description="FunctionTypeFlags" DataType="System.String" /> 

    <Property Id="GraphDirection" 
DataType="Microsoft.VisualStudio.Progression.Layout.GraphDirection" /> 

    <Property Id="Icon" Label="Icon" Description="Icon" DataType="System.String" 

/> 
    <Property Id="IsProviderRoot" Label="IsProviderRoot" 

Description="IsProviderRoot" DataType="System.Boolean" /> 

    <Property Id="Label" Label="Label" Description="Displayable label of an 
Annotatable object" DataType="System.String" /> 

    <Property Id="Layout" DataType="System.String" /> 

    <Property Id="NavigationActionLabel" Label="NavigationActionLabel" 

Description="NavigationActionLabel" DataType="System.String" /> 
  </Properties> 

</DirectedGraph> 

APPENDIX D 

 

Modelica Class Libraries 
 

TestClass.ro TestClass.ro 
connector TestClass 

  Boolean p; 

end TestClass; 

 

A.ro model fblock_TestClass_A.ro 

model fblock_TestClass_A 

 TestClass i0; 

 TestClass o0; 

 Common.Interfaces.BehavioralModes.FailureMode fm(max = 1); 

behavior 

 if (fm == 0) 

 { 

  i0.p = o0.p; 

 } 

end fblock_TestClass_A; 

 

A.rgf modelclass fblock_TestClass_A.rgf 

// RODON 3.0 graphics file format v1.8 

modelclass fblock_TestClass_A { 

 attribute { 

 name = i0; 

 position = (22,22); 

 } 
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 attribute { 

 name = o0; 

 position = (22,122); 

 } 

 icon { 

 legend { 

  label = "A"; 

  predefinedposition = center; 

 } 

 connector { 

  name = i0; 

  offset = 14; 

  align = WEST; 

 } 

 connector { 

  name = o0; 

  offset = 13; 

  align = EAST; 

 } 

 name = "Default"; 

} 

} 

B.ro model fblock_TestClass_B 

 TestClass i0; 

 TestClass o0; 

 Common.Interfaces.BehavioralModes.FailureMode fm(max = 1); 

behavior 

 if (fm == 0) 

 { 

  i0.p = o0.p; 

 } 

end fblock_TestClass_B; 

B.rgf model fblock_TestClass_B.rgf 

// RODON 3.0 graphics file format v1.8 

modelclass fblock_TestClass_B { 

 attribute { 

 name = i0; 

 position = (22,22); 

 } 

 attribute { 

 name = o0; 

 position = (22,122); 

 } 

 icon { 

 legend { 

  label = "B"; 

  predefinedposition = center; 

 } 
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 connector { 

  name = i0; 

  offset = 14; 

  align = WEST; 

 } 

 connector { 

  name = o0; 

  offset = 13; 

  align = EAST; 

 } 

 name = "Default"; 

} 

} 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

And so on 

Model 

TestClass.ro 

model mdl_TestClass.ro 

model mdl_TestClass 

 FunctionalBlocks.fblock_TestClass_B B0; 

 FunctionalBlocks.fblock_TestClass_A A0; 

 FunctionalBlocks.fblock_TestClass_M M0; 

 FunctionalBlocks.fblock_TestClass_D D0; 

 FunctionalBlocks.fblock_TestClass_C C0; 

 FunctionalBlocks.fblock_TestClass_E E0; 

 FunctionalBlocks.fblock_TestClass_Q Q0; 

 FunctionalBlocks.fblock_TestClass_F F0; 

 FunctionalBlocks.fblock_TestClass_Y Y0; 

 FunctionalBlocks.fblock_TestClass_G G0; 

 FunctionalBlocks.fblock_TestClass_H H0; 

 FunctionalBlocks.fblock_TestClass_Z Z0; 

 FunctionalBlocks.fblock_TestClass_I I0; 

 FunctionalBlocks.fblock_TestClass_J J0; 

 FunctionalBlocks.fblock_TestClass_K K0; 

 FunctionalBlocks.fblock_TestClass_X X0; 

 FunctionalBlocks.fblock_TestClass_L L0; 

 FunctionalBlocks.fblock_TestClass_N N0; 

 FunctionalBlocks.fblock_TestClass_W W0; 

 FunctionalBlocks.fblock_TestClass_O O0; 

 FunctionalBlocks.fblock_TestClass_P P0; 

 FunctionalBlocks.fblock_TestClass_U U0; 

 FunctionalBlocks.fblock_TestClass_T T0; 

 FunctionalBlocks.fblock_TestClass_R R0; 

 FunctionalBlocks.fblock_TestClass_S S0; 
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 FunctionalBlocks.fblock_TestClass_V V0; 

behavior 

 connect(B0.i0 , A0.o0); 

 connect(M0.i0 , A0.o0); 

 connect(D0.i0 , B0.o0); 

 connect(A0.i0 , C0.o0); 

 connect(C0.i0 , D0.o0); 

 connect(A0.i0 , E0.o0); 

 connect(B0.i0 , E0.o0); 

 connect(C0.i0 , E0.o0); 

 connect(D0.i0 , E0.o0); 

 connect(Q0.i0 , F0.o0); 

 connect(Y0.i0 , G0.o0); 

 connect(A0.i0 , H0.o0); 

 connect(Z0.i0 , I0.o0); 

 connect(Z0.i0 , J0.o0); 

 connect(A0.i0 , K0.o0); 

 connect(X0.i0 , L0.o0); 

 connect(X0.i0 , M0.o0); 

 connect(B0.i0 , M0.o0); 

 connect(C0.i0 , N0.o0); 

 connect(Y0.i0 , N0.o0); 

 connect(W0.i0 , O0.o0); 

 connect(D0.i0 , P0.o0); 

 connect(U0.i0 , Q0.o0); 

 connect(N0.i0 , Q0.o0); 

 connect(T0.i0 , R0.o0); 

 connect(E0.o0 , S0.o0); 

 connect(M0.i0 , S0.o0); 

 connect(K0.i0 , T0.o0); 

 connect(G0.i0 , U0.o0); 

 connect(I0.i0 , U0.o0); 

 connect(B0.i0 , V0.o0); 

 connect(X0.i0 , W0.o0); 

 connect(Y0.i0 , W0.o0); 

 connect(L0.i0 , W0.o0); 

 connect(P0.i0 , X0.o0); 

 connect(Q0.i0 , X0.o0); 

 connect(D0.i0 , Y0.o0); 

 connect(V0.i0 , Y0.o0); 

 connect(H0.i0 , Z0.o0); 

 connect(J0.i0 , Z0.o0); 

end mdl_TestClass; 
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